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About This Game

Going Nowhere: The Dream is a 3D, first person, parkour inspired platformer taking place in Loren's dreams, memories and
life. Playing as Loren, you navigate the dreamscape to get Loren's long lost friend Violet back to the real world after she

mysteriously appeared in Loren's town for the first time in years. Discover a deeper meaning to Loren's myserious dreams and
Violet's apparitions.

Features

Gameplay is parkour inspired with many navigational challenges instead of relying on speed and timing. The game is
very speedrun friendly, however.

Play as Loren as she travels between her dreams and the "real world," looking for her long lost friend while trying to
uncover what is truly real.

Secrets, easter eggs, alternate endings and more. The hidden content in this game is meant to be HARD to find. Glitch
the game, think outside the box, escape the levels, and find things no player has ever found.
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Title: Going Nowhere: The Dream
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Nowhere Town
Publisher:
Nowhere Town
Release Date: 22 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 200 Series

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space
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Excellent add-ons which make the main game even more fun, well worth it, thumbs up!. Hyperun is FAST
Hyperun is GOOD
Hyperun is FURIOUS
Hyperun is ADDICTING
Hyperun is INCREDIBLE
Hyperun is REALLY A SIMPLE GAME WITH A SIMPLE MECHANIC THAT WORKS REALLY WELL
Hyperun is PRETTY COOL ACTUALLY YOU SHOULD GET IT CAUSE IT'S FUN AND ONCE YOU PLAY YOU CAN'T
REALLY STOP AND YOU JUST PRESS INSTANT RETRY IMMEDIATLY AFTER YOU DIE. Looks like it would be cool.
Has few bugs, Continue game button doesn't work (Esc worls thou). Buttons on upper right like Return to Main menu is hard to
see (it was a text only). Player character seemed to close to camera. not sure if adjustable or if this was meant for mobile as well
(because of low res textures and models - it's ok for me thou.). there is only 1 decision and u call this a game? upvote for that
head at good end tho. Must buy for anyone who like Dwarf fortress and any other Rougelike strategy games.. This game
surprised me greatly, in that I was not at all expecting there to actually be names in the credits. It's like leaving your signature at
the scene of a war crime.. Garbage. The first was better by 7 million miles. The first two chapters run fine, but when the Bull
spawns on the third chapter, the game immediately dies.

Remember when I said that the first game is vague?

THIS IS EVEN WORSE. I literally spent an eternity wandering around in Chapter 3 just to find the objective.

The game runs like mega♥♥♥♥♥♥and the worst offender is that this game is supposed to be horror.

When the resolution bug and Chapter 3 will be fixed I'll give this game another go, but until then, no thank you.

If you want the game for multiplayer, I don't know about it, and don't care to find out. As for the story-line, play only the first 2
chapters, then watch on Youtube what happens on the third.

P.S: The resolution bug happens to me at random when starting the game, mostly because my monitor is 2560x108, but it's so
annoying that it makes me instantly throw the game out the window.. This game is pretty great, looks good and plays very well,
it's hard, but in a good way. Just needs this controller deal figured out and it'll be that much better
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The game has little content.
The developers threw this game and gave us the opportunity to add content.
I consider it a waste of time.
It was necessary to do it right away!

Why should I add content instead of you? Where will I get it? I can not draw. According to you I have to steal someone else's
content on the Internet? Which is copyrighted!. i replayed it a few times but i noticed it felt off from the getgo, its a decent
pirate game but it feels a bit more lackluster than other games of this type, while the dialogue options were there the results you
wanted werent, its hard to explain and best thing you can do is play it yourself within 2 hours. main issue was i wanted to play as
a full on anti pirate but most the story seems to force you into becoming friends with em.

another thing out of curiosity was that there were soooo many female characters, like most the time its a woman your talking to
haha, , but that was just one of the things i noticed compared to other games ive played from this developer not a negative for
me.

i wont give a rating buts its def a play within 2 hours if you wanna be on the safe side so you can still refund if it doesnt meet
expectations. hope you can enjoy your purchase though if you do make it. I'm a self-described rugby fanatic and I've been
pining for a good rugby game on PC for a long time. In the midst of extremely poor sound quality, average modeling and
animations, shoddy roster management and sub-par commentary, there is a reasonably well put together game here and I'm sure
I'll get my money's worth; the real question is whether there is enough to justify the price for the average punter. At $USD50.00
I'm sad to say that I could see most people walking away.

Before buying, I'd done my research by reading the reviews and watching gameplay on YouTube so I knew what I was in for.
What's most disappointing is that this is really just Rugby Challenge 2.5. It has some improvements over its predecessor but no
where near enough to justify the price. The new Rugby Sevens mode is interesting but not my cup of tea. I'd have much rather
seen a more in-depth management mode and players statistics that improve over time. Team licencing is still an issue but the
Fan Hub feature is supposed to deal with that so I'll give the game the benefit of the doubt and wait to see if that makes the
experience feel more authentic over time.

Overall, I'll have to side with "recommending" this game but only because I feel there is no worthy alternative for someone
wanting to play a modern rugby game on PC. The production quality is disappointingly low and way behind other sports
franchises so unless you are a rugby tragic like me, and desperate to play on PC, Rugby Challenge 3 is your best bet. That said,
if it's an option for you, I expect buying the console version would be a much more affordable solution in the long-run.. This
game is simply awesome!
It was among the first games I ever played (on Playstation 1) many years ago.

If you enjoy games like this, you should definitely try it out.

Looking forward to the "New 'N' Tasty" version of this game!. Vary nice and funny game from original Party Hard
developers,if in Party Hard we was need to ruined parties and kill people,here we doing opposite. In this game we becoming a
party maker,we need to choose place,theme and type of party, After you buying all stuff for party and everything will depends
how much hype your party gets,more hype,more people and more money.
Advantages of game:
-A lot of themes for parties
-A lot of nice cool places for parties
-Nice sound
In disadvantages:
-There only some quest wich you cant finish,because of bugs or you dont have everything what you need for quest
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